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The Double-Edged
Sword of Public
Cloud Security
While the public cloud addresses many pain points in
historical security operations, it also introduces new
challenges that require security practitioners to adapt.
Multiple tasks, such as tracking ephemeral assets and
managing decentralized functions, are added to an
already crowded “to do” list. Teams must learn new
skills and technology to complete such tasks so they can
secure their cloud environments.
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The public cloud can also create potential blind spots, that offer more ways
for adversaries to use and compromise critical and sensitive customer assets.
Mandiant Consulting currently estimates that 25% of their incident response
engagements involve public cloud assets, suggesting that more needs to be
done to secure cloud environments.

This is the Achilles heel of cloud security:
Your security is only as good as the
procedures used to secure your access.

The Attack Tool Kit
There are many ways for attackers to get access to credentials, from spear
phishing and watering hole attacks to installing a remote access trojan (RAT).
Public cloud compromises can even occur without any cloud hacking at all.
Instead attackers use phishing, client-side exploits or victim missteps—and
sometimes all three—to acquire and use valid credentials to commit crimes.

Flying Below the Alert Radar
It can be difficult to identify an attack before it impacts your organization. In the
banking industry, for example, hackers may insert fake entries into the source
training data to make large, fraudulent transactions appear normal. If the attacker
succeeds, the nightly fraud analytics batch job will include the altered data
with millions of fake transactions added. The next day, any large transfers to a
suspicious account will be considered normal. The thieves can then begin issuing
fraudulent transactions without the system flagging them.
On their own, the observables to alert security teams about this kind of attack are
considered weak signals. To create an alert that gets the attention of a security
operations center (SOC) analyst, they must be aggregated by:
•

Collecting and normalizing all relevant events.

•

Performing frequency analysis, geospatial analysis,
and other analytics on the data.

•

Correlating the analytical findings.

•

Escalating the findings to a SOC analyst for full review.

All these activities must be logged and reviewed, requiring robust automation
techniques for collecting each event. Only then can machine learning be
applied to help identify when multiple events are working together to form
a suspicious pattern.
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Considerations for a Cloud Security Plan
Cloud security requires all traditional security solutions that cover network,
endpoint and email to be enhanced with visibility and analytics-based capabilities.

Protect Your Infrastructure
Modern cloud security infrastructure protection must incorporate security
controls native to the cloud provider’s control plane and management system. It is
just as (or more) important to implement sound cloud infrastructure management
policies for network and identity as it is for traditional host-based controls.
These protections should:

Enforce guardrails that allow developers to move
quickly while ensuring mistakes won’t lead to
immediate compromise.

Simplify complicated cloud environments by consolidating
management consoles to reduce the chance of neglect.

Automate risk surface reduction tasks, so functions
such as network policies have permissions that start out
as specific as possible, making it more difficult for an
attacker to get access.
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Protect Against Misuse of Cloud Assets
A comprehensive and effective cloud security plan should include contingency
capabilities for when (not if) traditional defenses are bypassed by a determined
attacker. This requires the detection of misused cloud assets through analytical
methods including big data, artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Data should be collected from all cloud platforms in use (such as Google,
Microsoft, Azure, AWS) and analyzed in a single, consolidated place. Cloud
providers already collect a variety of data as part of their security obligations,
which may support part of this process.

The FireEye Approach
As the cloud grows, so do security threats. Credential abuse, misconfigurations
and lack of visibility creates vulnerabilities for targeted attacks. Organizations
working with cloud environments need to include specific cloud security
activities in their strategy, and consider additional training and development
for competent execution.
FireEye and Mandiant Solutions approach cloud security holistically to
provide protection, visibility and detection technologies alongside a
comprehensive range of services to help with security assessment, staff
expertise training and augmentation.
To learn more about cloud security, visit: www.fireeye.com/cloud
DOWNLOAD THE WHITEPAPER >

GARTNER REPORT
Clouds Are Secure, Are
You Using Them Securely?
GET THE REPORT >
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Beat the Boardroom
Hot Seat: Prove Security
Effectiveness. Every Day.
Global economic concerns and an evolving threat
landscape are increasing the pressure on security teams
to do more with less. In boardroom meetings around
the world, CISOs are under pressure from business
leaders who continue to demand proof that their security
investments are effectively protecting their organization.
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Facing inevitable spending cuts without impacting risk may seem like an
impossible task. However, a recent study by Mandiant experts uncovered
that many organizations are underutilizing security tools, or are relying on
misconfigured or redundant security tools. The research shows that on average,
53% of attacks successfully infiltrated an enterprise without detection; only
9% of detected attacks generated an alert, demonstrating how frequently
breaches occur.1 Successful security effectiveness assessments identify gaps
and opportunities for optimization, improving an organization’s overall security
posture and the potential to cut costs while clearly showing the impact of the
removal or adjustment made to its security infrastructure.

BLOAT

OVERLAP

MISCONFIGURATION

Average number of tools
organizations report in
their IT environment.

Average number of
tools with overlapping
capabilities.

Average number of tools
left underutilized at
default settings.

50-70

35%

80%

To demonstrate business competency, CISOs should start with three questions:

How can I rapidly quantify and prove that my security
program is protecting critical assets and minimizing
risk exposure?

Are we protected from the latest attacks or
adversaries in today’s headlines?

How can I demonstrate results and rationalize
investments with executive leadership?

Mandiant (2020). Deep Dive into Cyber Reality.
Security Effectiveness Report 2020

1
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Today’s headlines show the cyber threat
landscape growing as adversaries become
increasingly more sophisticated and rapidly
morph their tactics.

To outmaneuver attackers and reduce risk exposure, security leaders require
continuous validation technology powered by timely and relevant intelligence.
Mandiant Solutions combines the world’s leading threat intelligence and
frontline incident response data with its continuous security validation platform
to arm organizations with the tools needed to increase security effectiveness
and reduce business risk.

Intelligence-Led Security Validation
Security leaders require continuous, automated validation technology that
ensures accurate testing, delivers insight into what is most relevant to the
business, and helps identify security priorities. Conducting validation of security
effectiveness informed by threat intelligence can contribute to meeting these
requirements. However, the source of intelligence is critical. Most threat sources
can tell you what threat actors were doing 30 days ago, but only Mandiant
Threat Intelligence can tell you what they are doing right now.
With timely and relevant intelligence, Mandiant Security Instrumentation
Platform equips security teams with the ability to safely emulate real attacks
and gain visibility into exactly how their security controls will react to different
adversary behaviors executed in real time. The testing results give security
teams the performance data and insight to optimize controls, prioritize the
value of their controls and discontinue those which are underperforming,
and quantify improvements to defenses over time. Essentially, teams can
transform their entire security program. Security investments can therefore be
rationalized to the Board with proof of efficacy.
Mandiant Security Validation provides a clear path to continuous security
optimization and equips CISOs with the evidence needed to prove cyber
readiness and demonstrate business competency.
LEARN MORE>
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A Bird’s-Eye View of
Cloud Security with
FireEye Cloudvisory
Launched earlier this year, FireEye Cloudvisory has
already been making waves in the industry. The Vision
caught up with Martin Holste, Cloud CTO and Greg
Smith, Senior Product Marketing Manager, Cloud
Visibility and Operations at FireEye to learn more about
Cloudvisory and why it is leading the field in cloud
security solutions.
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When was Cloudvisory launched and why was it developed?
MARTIN: Cloudvisory was available for general
purchase by FireEye on June 8 of this year. We
launched an early access program at RSA in
February, so we’ve had a phased approach to its
introduction.
Cloudvisory launched for a lot of different reasons,
the biggest of which is that we have seen a real need
for our customers to figure out how they secure
multiple cloud environments. We’ve addressed some
of those needs with FireEye Helix, but those are more focused on detection and
we wanted something more preventative. We also saw our customers spending
a lot of time handling things like compliance so they could prove to auditors that
they’re secure.
Being able to prove security to auditors is mandatory for our customers. It doesn’t
necessarily keep the bad guys out, but as someone who led a team for seven
years, I know that they have to do it. However, they want to get their people back
to finding bad guys as much as possible and Cloudvisory helps by making that as
easy as possible.easy as possible.

WATCH ONLINE >

How does it work?
MARTIN: We can have you up and running in just a few minutes. That’s the great
thing about cloud, there’s no shipping involved; it’s all cloud-to-cloud interactions.
In just a few minutes an organization will be able to fully understand what’s
running in their cloud environments—this is usually the first thing they want to
know. Even with mature environments, an organization may have so much sprawl
that simply understanding where everything is could be a real challenge.
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A few minutes later we’ll have the first reports ready so teams can spot any
immediate problems. Cloud providers themselves have a lot of built-in security,
but it’s at a basic level and while it can be helpful, it doesn’t flag the most
important elements in the way that we would. Cloudvisory immediately surfaces
the critical findings that cloud providers cannot. Certain pieces of data are only
accessible to the cloud provider themselves; Azure Security Center GuardDuty on
AWS or the Google Security Command Center will all have little bits and pieces of
potentially very important information and Cloudvisory can help aggregate and
surface that data for security teams to take action.

What is the difference between Cloudvisory and Helix and how do
they work together?
MARTIN: Cloudvisory is the active component or preventative and Helix is
the passive detection component. Together, they provide a complete cloud
security solution. I would say most teams spend the majority of their time
doing preventative work. Helix is the analytic component amongst other things.
Cloudvisory actively queries an environment to completely enumerate all the
assets, look at how they’re configured and then raise any problems that may
occur with their configuration.
This is important because one of the biggest problems in cloud security is
configurations. Time and again, we’ve seen this from our own Mandiant response
teams. When they are called to an incident, it’s usually because somebody has,
unfortunately, made a mistake. While everyone’s first instinct is to blame the
person that made the mistake, even in a very mature environment there’s just so
many potential opportunities to make a mistake. No-one is perfect, so you need
all the help that you can get with automation to find any misconfiguration before
attackers do.
Sometimes an attacker can get through the front door with phished credentials.
That’s where Helix comes in with its passive detection components. It can flag
suspicious activity to the security team.
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Do teams need both Cloudvisory and Helix?
MARTIN: I would say everyone does need both. Cloudvisory helps organizations
prove to auditors that they are compliant and places guardrails around the
environment to protect against any misconfigurations.
If anything slips through the net, Helix takes over, analyzes the activity and
correlates all the data. Both Cloudvisory and Helix are central to an organization’s
security posture.

How does Cloudvisory perform against it’s competitors?
MARTIN: On the surface, competitors have comparable offerings and at a very
high level, both do things such as compliance checks. Cloudvisory outperforms
them in several ways. The main difference is that it handles the remediation for
any perceived firewall rules that are too loose. We call this micro segmentation.
What that means is it will use various models to look at all the different network
configurations and make specific recommendations for improvements.

Very few organizations are willing to allow tools
to make changes to critical environments. In many
cases, the lack of a robust test plan is what prevents
real security change from occurring.

Cloudvisory addresses this with automated testing. Cloudvisory can use security
telemetry, such as network flows that are natively in the cloud provider, to test
against a proposed change. A team can let that test run for a day or a week and
be very confident after a specified amount of time that the proposed change
will work. An organization can then use the results as part of their overall change
management policy and procedures, proving that they have a documented test
plan to lock down any open network policies.
The flexibility you get with Cloudvisory and Helix is really important. Even if an
organization has an existing system or workflow management in use, Cloudvisory
and Helix can plug into that seamlessly. Most organizations do not have a
mature toolset, although they may use a SIEM or on-premise tool. We can plug
Cloudvisory and Helix directly into existing tools, removing the need for retraining or a giant shift in the way the organization operates.
Another differentiator is that Cloudvisory supports public cloud, private cloud
and on-premise solutions with OpenStack and Kubernetes. Cloudvisory can be
operated either as a fully managed SaaS platform where you log into a web page
(and I’d say about 80 to 90 percent of the market prefers it that way),
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or in completely air-gapped on-premise networks for certain sectors such as
the government, so they can get Cloudvisory as a virtual appliance and run it
wherever they want. We have the only solution in the market that can ensure
that the configuration of OpenStack is secure—many large institutions run onpremises OpenStack installations, a private cloud solution we can help secure.
On the container front, our solution can also hook directly into the Kubernetes
control plane to help with network configuration policies, an important security
element that is generally not natively accessible.

Is a multi-cloud environment an inevitability, not a choice?
GREG: Enterprise organizations that believe they
aren’t living the multi-cloud life yet are likely in denial
or soon will be. What we have found through research
and talking to customers at events like RSA is that
cloud sprawl is a real thing. Security teams have had
to onboard new cloud solutions such as Dropbox and
Office 365 or a similar repository and very soon, their
organizations end up with a multi-cloud life.
If you have Cloudvisory, even before you’ve started to formally onboard different
cloud solutions, you’ll be ready for the visibility and the compliance check points
that Martin was alluding to before.
Organizations will miss out on the opportunity to protect themselves and be able
to do any kind of defensive, proactive and passive detection protection if they
don’t address the fact that they have a multi-cloud organization.

MARTIN: Cloud doesn’t just mean Amazon and Azure, it’s also all the other
software as a service platforms. We have over 60 different plugins now for
various web services such as; Druva for backup, Okta for single sign on, Workday,
ADP, Salesforce, Gerard, GitHub, Box, SharePoint and Slack. All of those count as
cloud, so there are no organizations with everything on premise. Even the biggest
organizations with very large in-house IT teams still operate these services.
To add complexity, many organizations are big enough to have subsidiaries,
which also use a variety of cloud applications. For example, one company might
be very heavily invested in Microsoft and they acquire a company that’s on AWS.
They immediately have a significant multi-cloud environment which needs to be
effectively managed.
For more information on Cloudvisory and our full suite of cloud security
products, visit: www.fireeye.com/cloudvisory

LEARN MORE >
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Navigating MAZE:
Ransomware Trends
Since November 2019, Mandiant experts have
seen MAZE ransomware being used in attacks
combining targeted ransomware use, public
exposure of victim data, and an affiliate model.
Malicious actors have actively deployed MAZE
ransomware since at least May 2019. The
ransomware was initially distributed via spam
emails and exploit kits before later shifting to
being deployed post-compromise.
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Multiple actors are involved in MAZE ransomware operations according to
our observations of alleged users in underground forums and distinct tactics,
techniques, and procedures (TTPs) across Mandiant incident response
engagements. Actors behind MAZE also maintain a public-facing website where
they post data stolen from victims who refuse to pay an extortion fee.
Because MAZE combines two damaging intrusion outcomes—dumping sensitive
data and disrupting enterprise networks—with a criminal service, it is a notable
threat to many organizations. This article is based on information derived from
numerous Mandiant incident response engagements and our own research into
the MAZE ecosystem and operations.
Mandiant Threat Intelligence experts presented this idea and answered questions
during the May 21 webinar.

Targeting
Since November 2019, Mandiant analysts have become aware of more than 100
alleged MAZE victims reported by various media outlets and the MAZE website.
Targeted organizations have been primarily based in North America, but spanned
nearly every geographical region. Almost every industry sector—including
manufacturing, legal, financial services, construction, healthcare, technology,
retail, and government—has been impacted, demonstrating the indiscriminate
nature of these operations (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Countries impacted by MAZE ransomware
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Figure 2: Industries impacted by MAZE ransomware
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Multiple MAZE Ransomware Actors Identified
Mandiant identified multiple Russian-speaking actors who claimed to use MAZE
ransomware and were seeking partners to fulfill different functional roles within
their teams. A panel used to manage targeted victims includes a section for
affiliate transactions. This is consistent with Mandiant’s assessment that MAZE
operates under an affiliate model and is not distributed by a single group. Under
this business model, ransomware developers will partner with other actors
(affiliates) who are responsible for distributing the malware.

MAZE Initially Distributed via Exploit Kits and Spam
MAZE ransomware was initially distributed directly via exploit kits and spam
campaigns through late 2019. For example, in November 2019, Mandiant
observed multiple email campaigns delivering Maze ransomware primarily
to individuals at organizations in Germany and the United States, although a
significant number of emails were also delivered to entities in Canada, Italy, and
South Korea. These emails used tax, invoice, and package delivery themes with
document attachments or inline links to documents that download and execute
MAZE ransomware.
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Shift to Post-Compromise Distribution Maximizes Impact
Actors using MAZE have increasingly shifted to deploying the ransomware postcompromise. This methodology provides an opportunity to infect more hosts
within a victim’s environment and exfiltrate data that is used to apply additional
pressure on organizations to pay extortion fees. In some cases, the actors behind
these operations charge a fee for the non-release of stolen data, in addition to the
fee for decryption key.

Implications
Based on our belief that the MAZE ransomware is distributed by multiple actors,
we anticipate that the TTPs used in incidents associated with this ransomware will
continue to vary, particularly in terms of the initial intrusion vector.
For effective countermeasures, read our Ransomware Protection and
Containment Strategies blog post and the linked white paper.

WATCH THE WEBINAR >

BE READY FOR
THE NEXT ATTACK
Mitigate the damage caused by a security breach

GET THE GARTNER REPORT >
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CUSTOMER PROFILES

The latest success stories from the frontlines
Hutchison MediPharma
Hutchison MediPharma oversees research
and development of drug candidates
for the holistic treatment of cancer and
immunological diseases. The team needed
to make efficiency and threat visibility
improvements to mature their security
program. Read how FireEye is helping them
achieve their goals.

READ ON >

Financial Services
Working with one of the oldest and largest
financial institutions in the United States,
FireEye was tasked with assessing cyber
security effectiveness to help ensure
their customer’s personally identifiable
information remained secure. Find out how
FireEye worked with the internal team to
validate and improve their security posture.

READ ON >
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FIREEYE CHAT WITH VASU JAKKAL, FIREEYE CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

FireEye Chat | Episode 6:
How to Empower. Evolve. Defend.

WATCH ONLINE >

Watch this episode as we dive deeper into two topics from the FireEye Virtual Summit: security
effectiveness and cloud security. Hear from our experts who are front and center from their homes
as they tackle these common questions: How secure are you, and can we be sure we’re protected
against the evolving threat landscape?; Are your cyber security products effective and working
the way they should?; Do you know how to be secure in the cloud?; and What should you consider
when moving to the cloud?
Be sure to see what other webinars are available from FireEye
VIEW OUR WEBINARS >

VIRTUAL SUMMIT 2020
Empower. Evolve. Defend.

ON-DEMAND

Gain frontline knowledge to strengthen your organization’s cyber security posture
LEARN MORE
>
LEARN
MORE
>
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We hope you enjoyed this edition. Get the latest
cyber security news from the frontlines by reading
The Vision online.

vision.fireeye.com

Get in touch to find out how our security
solutions can help protect your organisation.

contact-us@fireeye.com
www.fireeye.com

